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§0. Introduction 
We are concerned with equivalence classes or degrees of recursively 
enumerable (r. e.) sets of natural numbers under weak truth table reduc- 
ibility (~w) as defined in Friedberg and Rogers [ 1 ]. Weak truth tab!e 
reducibility is easily seen to be equivalent to Turing reducibility (<T) 
in which recursively bounded information is employed. Specifically, 
for r. e. sets A and B, A <w B ~.f and only if there is a partial recursive 
functional • (cf. Rogers [71) and a recursive function ~ such thai ~(B) 
is the characteristic function of A and for each n, fb(B)(n) is computed 
using information about B only concerning numbers k < q~(n). It is well 
known and easily verified that the natural partial ordering of weak truth table 
degrees (W-degrees) of r. e. sets induced by <w is a topped and Lottomed 
upper semi-lattice orderirg as is the natural ordering of Turing degrees 
(T-degrees) of r. e. sets. The bottom degree in both cases is the class of 
recursive sets. 
We call at. r. e. T-degree contiguous if it contains a single r.,e. W-degree. 
In § 1 we show that each non-recvrsive, r. e. T ~egree has both non-con- 
tiguous and non-recursive, contiguous predecessors. Robinson [6] has 
F 0 tt shown that r. e. T-degrees a with a = are not contiguous and more 
recently C.G. Jockush and Paul F. Cohen have shown that contiguous 
degrees have double jump 0 ". We use contiguity in §4 to "push down" 
Lachlan*s [3] "anti-cupping" result for r.e. T-degrees. 
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In § 2 we adapt a suggestion c¢ Yates' [12] for showing that the r.e. 
T-degrees do not torm a lattice to slaow that th~ r.e. W-degrees do not 
form a lattice. Specifically, we adapt Yates' [12] minimal-pair construc- 
tion as applied to r.e, W.,degrees to construct an ascending sequence of 
r.e. ~-degre~s and a pair of r.e. W-degrees forming a n~inima, air over 
this sequen,'e. One of the most interesting open questions concerning 
r.e. W-degrees i whether every ascending sequence with an upper bound 
strictly below the top r.e. W-degree has such a minimal-pair over it. The 
existence of minimal-pairs of r.e. W-degrees i a corollary to the exis- 
tence of minimal-pairs of r.e. T-degrees. We do not know whether each 
non-recurs;.ve r. . W-degree (T-degree) has a minimal-pair of predecessors 
(in the sense of T-degrees). l%chlan [2] has shown that no miniwd-pair 
of r.e. T-degrees can have O' as least upper bound. It is cgroiiazy to this 
method of proof that no minimal-pair of r.e. W-degrees c~'n hav~ the 
highest r.e. W-degree a~; ,,east upper bound. Lachlan uses his result to 
show that the r.e. T-degrees do not form a lattice, but this method 
does not appear to adapt o r.e. W-degrees. 
In §3 we relativize Sacks' [8] splitting theorem to exhibit between 
any comparable pair of r.e. W-degrees an incomparable pair of r.e. W- 
degrees whose least upper bound is the higher of the comparable pair. 
It follows immediately that the r.e. W-degrees are dense and that any 
r.e. T-degree is either continuous or contains infinitely many r.e. W- 
degrees. Lachlan has recently constructed a conlparable pair of r.e. T- 
degrees without such an incompalable pair between them. It follows 
that the order structures of r.e. W-degrees and r.e. T-degrees are not 
elementarily equivalent. Establishing density for the r.e. W-degrees i a 
much less delicate matter than for r.e. T-degrees. We believe the work 
in §3 and §4 show,~ the theory of r.e. W-degrees to be more tractible 
and the order structure to be more uniform than is the case with r.e. 
T-degrees. 
In §4 we exhibit for each non-recursive, r.e. W-degree anon-recursive, 
r.e. strict predecessor such that the higher degree is below the least upper 
bound of the lower degree and a third r.e. W-degree only if the higher 
degree is already below the third degree. Lachian [4] has constructt d 
~on-recursive, r,e. T-degree with a non-recursive, r.e., strict predecessor 
s~ch that the higher degree is not the least upper bound of this p,-ede- 
cessor and any other of its r.e., strict predecessors. Cooper and Yates have 
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shown that 0' is such an r.e. T-degree. It follows from the above W-degree 
result that any contiguous r.e. T-degree is such a degree and hence, from 
the result in § 1, that there ate arbitrarily low non-recursive, r.e. T-degrees 
of this kind. 
In what follows we restrict our attention to r.e. sets of natvral num- 
bers and resev'~ upper-case Latin letters for such sets as well as their 
characteristic functions. We reserve N for the set of natural numbers. We 
use lower-case Latin letters as variables ranging over natural numbers, 
upper-case Greek letters as variables ranging over partial recursive func- 
tionals, and lower-case Greek letters as variables ranging over partial 
natural number functions with dimension suppqed by context. Sub- 
scripts are used freely. Superscriptg are used in the customary manner 
to indicate beunds in computation length (steps). 
For A a, d n we define A [n ] = (m < n: m ~ A). We use the following 
recursive, 1-1, onto pairing function and its projections. For m and n 
(m,n) = 2m(2n+l ) - l ,  ((m,n)) o= m, ((m,n)) 1= i.,. 
For sets A and B, 
A~B={2n:n~A)  u{2n+l  :n~B) .  
We assume three standard enumerations ~I,i  q~i and ®i of the partial 
recursive functionals, a standard enumeration q~i of the partial iecu~ive 
functions, and a standard enumeration Wi of the r.,~. sets such that each 
possible quintuple is realized as (~i, ~i, ®i, ¢i, Wi) for some i. For any 
cI,, A, and n we use gP(A;n) for ~b(A)(n). For each i, A and n we define 
• i(A ;n), if convergent and if the con~nutation 
uses only values A(m) for m < ~i(n) and d~i(n) 
~pi(A;n) ~ is defined; 
undefined, otherwise. 
and similarly for ~'i and Oi- Hence each of ~i, ~i, Oi provides a C~del 
numbering of the weak ~ruth table functionals. 
For r.e. sets A and B, A <x B if and only i fA = ~i(B) for some i and 
4 ~<w B if and only i fA = dPi(B) for some i. Further, A -T B(A ---w B) 
if and only i fA <T B andB ~<T A(A <w B andB <w A). The r.e. sets 
in the T-degree (W-degree) of an r.e. set A are exactly the r.e. sets B 
such that A =T B(A "~w B). The least upper bound of the degrees (T or 
W) or r.e. sets A and B is the degree cf  A ¢ B (where the ordering on 
degrees is that naturally ir~duced by <T and ~<w respectively). 
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§ 1. Contiguity 
Recall that an r.e. T-degree is contiguous if all ils r.e, sets are W-equiv 
alent. The non-recursive completely mitotic r.e~ T<legree of  Ladner is 
co,ltiguous [5, Cor. 3]. It is not clear, because of  the mitoticity require- 
ments, how to modify this construction via Yates' "perm,~ting" [11 ] to 
obtain a non-recursive contiguous r.e. T-degree below an arbitra,y non- 
recursive r.e. T-degree. However, il we remove the mitoticity require- 
ments, we can obtain the tneore~,a. 
Theorem 1.1. For every non-rccursive r.e. set B there is a non-rec:~rsive 
r.e. set A <~w B such that the T-degree o f  A is contiguo,,s. 
Proof. The construction of A is in stages, A s being the set of  numbers 
put into A through stage s and A = IJs~ N A s. Let 0 be a 1 - 1 recursive 
enumeration of B. To achieve A ~w B we guarantee that if n E A s+l -A  s 
then O(s) <<. n. We may say in such a ca~e that B permits n to enter A. 
We also wal,.t te make A non-recursive. For each i we satisfy the i th non- 
recursive condition, ~ ~ W r To this end, we choose followers o f  order i. 
If n is a follower of order i then we want to put n into A should n turn 
up in W i. Of course n will only enter A if it is permitted to do so by B. 
Clearly, many followers of order i may be needed since the first few 
chosen way never be permitted to enter A. We sa~ th,t a follower n of 
order i in existence at stage s is realized at stage s if n ~ W~. A new fol- 
lower o f  order i is needed at stage s + 1 if W~ tq A s = 0 and all current 
followers are realized at stage s. Roughly speaking, if we keep choosing 
new followers when they are needed, then either eventually one is never 
realized or eventually one is permitted to enter A because B is non-re- 
cursive. In either case we obtain ,~ ~ W t. 
To make the T-degree of A contiguous we ensure that if C is r.e. and 
C-a.  A then C =w A. For each / we shall satisfy the/th contiguity con- 
dition, if q~/(A ) = Vt i and xI, i(Wi) = .~. then A =w W/. To this end. from 
time to time during the construction we may assign to a number n a 
/-support p. Once a/-support is assigned to a number, it may later be 
cancelled, then iaerhaps at an even later stage a new/-support may be 
assigred to that number. If n has/-support p at stage s then n < p and 
further if m t> n ha~/-support q at stage s then q I> p. Hopefully, if n 
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has ]-support p and that support is never cancelled, then p will bound the 
information eeded of  W i to compute A [n ] and n + 1 will bound the in- 
formation of  A needed to compute Wj [p]. 
Let P be the set of all finite zero-one valued sequences. The compo- 
nents of  a sequence a of  length u are denoted by ~0, ol ,  ..., an - 1" Let 
• ~ represent the usual lexicographic ordering of finite zero--one valued 
sequences. For each L n and s define the/-type ofn  at stage s to be the 
a ~ I" of  length ] + 1 such that for all i <<. L ai = 1 if and only if n has 
some i-support at the end of  stage s. A number n has f inal/-type a if 
there is a stage t such that for all s >/t, n has/-type a at stage s. We say 
that a/-type a is saturated if infinitely many numbers have final/-type 
a. It will turn out that for each / if •(A) = Wj and #i(Wi) = A then there 
is a saturated/-type a with a /= 1. Hence infinitely many numbers have 
some fix:al/-support. With the know!-dge of a we can compute (frora 
the construction) as an increasing sequence those numbers with ] -ty,e 
and their final/-supports. Thi3 will enable us to obtain W-reductioJ~s 
of A to W i and vice-versa. 
Define: 
X(i,s) = (pn <-< s)[¢I~/AS;n) ~ W~(n) or #~(W~;n) q~ AS(n)l 
The number X(i,s) marks the level of  agreement of ¢bi(A) with W i an4 
• i(Wi) and A at stage s. Notice that ¢bi(A) = W i and *i(Wi) = A if and 
only if lim s X(i,s) = oo Define 
o(i,n,s) = the leest k > n such that k bounds the information eeded 
in the computation of gp~(A t ;m) for all t ~< s and m <~ n and 
r(i,n,s) = the least k > n such that k bounds the information eeded 
in the computation of ~I,~(W~;m) for all t~  s and m ~< n. 
The functions o and r are non-decreasing in both n and s. 
We say that the ptype o f  a fol lower n can be improved at stage s + 1 
if u has ]-type ~ at stage s and 
(a) ~/= 0, 
(b) X(],s) ", r(],n,s), 
(c) if some number with ]-type ~-/3 at stage s has k-support p at stage 
s then n > e(k,p,s). 
Tl,e construction proceeds as follows. A: stage s + 1 find the least i
such that one of the following conditions holds: 
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(A) There is a realized follower n of  order i in existence at the end of  stage 
s such that O(s) < n. In this case, put the least such n into A and for 
all / i> i cancel all followers of order / and all/-supports. 
(B) The condition A fails and a new follower of order i is needed at stage 
s + 1. In this case, choose the new follower to be the least member of  
~-which is > any previously chosen follower and > o(k,p,s) if some 
nu:nber has k-support p at stage s. Cancel followers ~f order > i. 
(C) The conditions A and B fail and there is a number j < i and followers 
m and n with the same/-type at stage s such that: 
(i) m has order i, 
(ii) m < n, 
(iii) the j-type of n can be improved at stage s + 1. 
In this case choose the least j, m and n in that order satisfying the con- 
dition. Let/3 be the j-type of m at stage s. Cancel all followers of order 
> i and all followers of  order i with j-tyl:e ,~ ~ at stage s. If k > j then 
cancel the k-support of a number with j-t:, pe .~ ~ at stage s. Assign n to 
be a follower of order i and assign rU, n,s) to be the/-support of n. 
We call s + 1 an A-stage, B-stage or C-stage pertaining to i accordingly. 
It is important o notice that although a follower may be cancelled, the 
psupport of that follower may still persist. 
It is not difficult to show by induction on s that if m and n are fol- 
lowers of order i and k respectively in existence at the end of  stage s, 
then 
(1) ] < i < k implies that m < n and the j-type of m at stage s is ~_ the 
/-type of n at stage s, 
(2) j < i = k and m < n imply that the j-type of m at stage s is ~- the 
/-type of n at stage s. 
Furthermore, for each i there is at most one unrealized follower of order 
i in existence at stage s and if such an unrealized follower exists, it is the 
largest among the current follc.wers of order i. 
We show by induction on i that only finitely many stages pertain to 
i and A ~= W i. If i = 0 then no C-stage can pertain to i. Furthermore, no 
follower or order 0 is ever cancelled unless some member of W 0 enters 
A. Using the standard permitting ~=gument of  Yates [ 1 ! ], We can sh ~w 
that eventually no new followers of order 0 are needed either becaus,~ 
A n W i ~ 0 or because some follower of order 0 is never realized. Let 
i > 0 and assun~e the result is true for all numbers < i  but not for i. Le~ 
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• l be a stage such that no stooge ~ t I pertains to a number < i. Any follow- 
er of order i canc.elled alter stage tI must be replaced by another follower 
of order i with higher j-type for some j < i. Thus infinitely many B~stages 
must pertain to L ~q~_is implies that no A-stage can pertain to i, hence 
A n Wj = 0. Let a be the -<-greatest equence of  length i such that for all 
t there is a stage s :a t such that a follower n of order i is chosen at stage 
s + l and the (i - 1 )-type of  n at stage s + 1 is a. Such an a exists because 
there are only finitely many sequences of length i and the constant zero 
sequence of  length i is such a sequence. Let t 2 >/t  I be such that if n is a 
follower of order i chosen at stage s ~- ] >1 t 2 then the (i - 1)-type of n 
at stage s + 1 is -¢ a. No follower of  order i and (i - l)-type a chosen 
after stage t 2 later changes its (i - 1)-type or is cancelled. Hence each 
one of  these followers must be eventually realized. Eventually o~e of 
these realized followers must be permitted to enter A contradicting the 
fe, ct that A n W i = 0, since B is non-recursive. 
From this we see that A is non-recursive. Furthermore, A ~w 3 be- 
cause no number < O(s) was allowed to enter.4 at stage s + 1. It remains 
to ~how that the T-degree of A is contiguous. 
Let cI~/(A) = Wj and ~P/(Wj) = A. Further, let/3 be the-< -largest mem- 
ber of P of length j + 1 such that for all t there is an s >t t such that a 
follower is chosen at stage s + 1 that has ]-type fl at stage s + 1. Such a 
exists since the constant zero sequence of  length j + 1 is such a sequence. 
If s + 1 is a stage pertaining to some number >] and if the k-support of 
a number of type/3 at stage s is cancelled at stage s + 1 where k <~ j then 
some follower with j-type ~-/3 must have been chosen at stage s + 1. Sin:e 
only finitely many stages pertain to numbers ~<j we conclude that only 
finitely many numbers that atta~.n j-type/3 can subsequently ba :e j-type 
-</3. This implies that the j-type/3 is saturated and that all but finitely 
many numbers that attair ]-type ~ can later have their ]-support (if any) 
cancelleu. 
We now argue that fl/= 1. Assume/3j = 0. Let ~ be a stage such that no 
stage >~t pertains to a number -..<j and no follower with ]-type ~-/3 is chosen 
after sta~e t. Let 
q ~ max{o(k,p,s):  k,p,s ~ N and some number with ]-tYpe ~-/3 
has k-support p at stage s). 
Let i be a number > j such that W e = 0 and any follower of order i ever 
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appointed is appointed after stage t ,nd  is >q.  Let n be the fiiaal fol lower 
of  order i. The j-type of  n is certainly ,~ ~3. The ]-type of  n cannot be < 
because followers of  older >i  must atta in/ - type ~3. Hence the j -type ~f n 
is exactly ~3. Since lim s Xq, s) = ~ the ]-type of  n can be improved at all 
sufficiently large stages. This is impossible. 
Define s + 1 to be a/-signif icant stage if some lbllower chosen at stage 
s + 1 actually attains/-type [3 at stage s ÷ 1. Let t o be a s'~:~ge such that no 
stage ~ t o pertains to a number ~/and  at no stage ~ t o is a fol lower with 
i-type ~-/3 chosen or put into A. 
The W-reduction o f  A to W/. Let x be arbitrar: .  Let t 1 be the least 
number ~> to sl~ch that t I + 1 is ]-significant and t) • follower n c~osen is 
~>x. Let p be the ]-support assigned to n at stage t I + 1. Compute the 
least t t> t 1 such that 
(i) W/[p] = W~[p], 
(ii) t + 1 is/-significant. 
Nowx ~ A if and only i fx  E A t . 
Suppose not. Let m be the least number that enters A after stage t. 
Clearly m ~< n. Since n has ]-type ~3 at stage tI + 1 and m ~< n then m 
must be a follower with ]-type 13 at stage t I + 1. Let q be the ]-support 
of  m at stage t 1 + 1 and let s I + 1 be the stage when that ]-support was 
assigned to m. No number ~<m may enter A after stage s~ and before 
stage t + 1 or else m would be cancelled as a fol lower and would never 
enter A after stage t. Furthermore, no number ~<q caa enter W/af ter  
stage s I and before stage t + 1. I f  such a number did enter W/ then  some 
number < o(],q,s 1) must enter A after stage s I and before t + 1 or else 
~(/, t) < q (which would make it impossible for t + 1 to be ]-significant). 
But any number >m entering A after s~age sI must be a fol lower chosen 
after stage s I + 1 which implies that number is > o(j,q,s 1 ). We conclude 
that W~[q] = W~ [q], Since m ~ A - A t some nu"nber < r( i ,m,t)  = r(],m,s 1 ) 
= q ~< p enters W/after  stage t. This is irnpossibie. 
The W-reduction o f  W/ to  A.  Let .v be arbitrary. Let u I be the least 
stage i> t o such that u 1 + 1 is ]-significant and the/-support  p assigned at 
stage u 1 + I is/> y. Let n be the follower to which the ]-support p was 
assigned at stage u 1 + 1. Compute the least u t> tq such that: 
(i) A [n + 1] =AU[n + 1], 
(ii) u + 1 is ]-significant. 
No ~v y ~ Wf if and only if y ~ W~! ]" 
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Again, suppose not. If u = u I then any number that enters A after stage 
u is > o(j,p,u) because any follower >n chosen after stage u is at least 
that large. Since X(],u) > r(j,n,u) = p >I y andy  ~ W] - W~/then k(j,s) is 
bounded. Thus u > u 1. Let n' be the follower assigned at stage u + 1. 
Since u > ul we must have n' > o(Lp,u). On the other hand, since 
Mj, u) is certainly > p ~ y and y E W / - W~ then some number < o(j,p,u) 
enters A after stage u. Let rn be the least such number. The follower m 
must have ]-typ~/3 at stage u + 1 because m < n' and n' has ]-type/3 at 
stage u + 1. Let q be the j-support of rn at stage u + 1 and let s I + 1 be 
the stage when that ]-support was assigned. Vle must have s I < u, n < m 
and u I < s t. First, s I < u because m already has i-type/3 at stage u + 1. 
Second, n < m because m enters A after stage u. Third, u I < s t because 
s I < u I would imply rn ~< n. We now verify that s 1 satisfies the c~ndi- 
tions (i) and (it) above. Since m eventually enters A then, after m has 
attained/-type ~ (at stage s I + 1) no number < m can enter A before rn 
does. Since m is the smallest number to enter A after stage t, ant* n < m, 
then A [n + 1 ] = A s~ In + 1 ]. Surely s ! + 1 is ]-significant because ~,' itself 
attains j-type/3 at stage s 1 + 1. Now, u I < s I < u contradicts the fact that 
u is the least number .~ u 1 satisfying (i) and (it). [] 
As we raentioned i~ §0, C.G. Jockusch and P.F. Cohen have shown 
that if an r.e. T-degree a is contiguous then a" = 0" (see Ladner [5, p.505]) 
From this we can conclude that every r.e. T-degree a with a" > 0" is 
non-contiguous. However non-contiguous T-degrees are found elsewhere. 
Sasso has a theorem [9, Theorem 4] that implies that every non-recursive 
r.e. T-degree has a non-contiguous predecessor. We provide a direct proof. 
Theorem 1.2. For eve~. non-recursire, r.e. set B there is a re. set A <w B 
such that the T-degree t;f A is not contiguous. 
Preof. Gl',en B we const'°uct r.e. sets A and C such that C ~<T A ~<w B and 
C gw A. We conclude the theorem by noticing that C • A =T A but 
Ca  A gw A. Let 0 be a 1-1 recursive numeration of B. The idea of 
the proof is as follows. Numbers enter A 9nly if they are permitted to 
de so by B. That is, n ~ A s+l -A  s implies O(s) < n. This ensures A <w B. 
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To obtain C ~<T A we employ a marking function rl with the property 
that 
(i) n ~ C s+l -. C s or rl(n,s + l) > rl(n,s) implies tl~ere is some m ~ ~?(n,s~ 
such that m E A s÷l - A s , 
(ii) r/is increasing in the first argument and nondecreasing in the 
second, 
(iii) for each n, lirn s ~(n,s) exists. 
To ensure that C~ w A we satisfy C~ bPi(A) for each i. Satisfying such 
a condition has priority i. During the construction we may choose a fol- 
lower n with the intention that we can force C(n) ~ 3pi(A ;n). Such a 
follower must go through five states before it can actually be put into 
C to satisfy the cond'.'tion. When it ~s first chosen, say at stage s I , it is 
in state 1. Should ¢~2(n" ,e defined at a stage s2 > s I then it enters 
state 2. (We now know the information bound in the computation of 
~Pi(X;n) for any X.) Should O(s 3) <<. 'r/(n,s 3) at some stage s3 > s 2 then 
we put r/(n, s 3) into A and set B(n, s 3 + 1 ) greater than ~i(n). The follow- 
er now enters tate 3. Should s 4 > s 3 be such that +~4(AS4 ; n) is defined 
and equal to zero then n enters ~tate 4 and number~ < q~,:(n) are re- 
strained from entering A with priority i. Should 0(~'5~ rl(n,s 5) at a 
stage s5 > s 4 then we put n into C and rl(n,s 5) into A. Tqe follower is 
now in state 5, and the condition is satisfied. Many followers may be 
needed to satisfy the condition. The followers are chosen in increasing 
order. A new follower is needed only when all current followers are in 
state 2 or 4. Hence, if infinitely many followers are chosen, then each 
follower chosen eventually ends ap in state 2 or state 4. If infinitely 
many end up in state 4, then in the style of  Yates [ 11 ] one is eventually 
permitted into state 5 or else B is recursive. Likewise if infinitely many 
end up in state 2, then one of these is permitted into state 3 or else B is 
recursive. Hence, in the limit there is a follower in state 1,3 or 5. I-. 
any case such a follower witnesses the fact that C ~ dPi(A), ffl 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 may be modified quite easily to yield p.o~ 
only a non-contiguous T-degree below an arbitrary non-recursive T-de~ 
gree, but to yield a T-degree containing W-incomparable r.e. set~ below 
an arbitrary non-recursive T-degree. 
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§ 2. Pairs without greatest lower bound 
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In this section we construct an infinite, ascending sequence of r.e. 
W-degrees together with an incomparable pair of r.e. upper bounds for 
the sequence such that any lower bound for the pair is below some de- 
gree in the sequence. It follows that the pair has no greatest lower 
bound (and in particular none among the r.e. W-degrees even with re- 
spect o just the r.e. W-degrees) and that the sequence has no least up- 
per bound (and again in particular none among the r.e. W-degrees even 
with respect o just the r.e. W-degrees). One of the pair of upper bounds 
we cor.struct will be a uniform upper bound. The construction of the 
pair of upper bounds is essentially a minimal-pair constructio~l in the 
style of Yates [ 12 ] interwoven with conditions to make the sequence of 
degrees ascending and to make the non-uniform upper bound an upper 
bound nonetheless. 
Stripped of additional conditions, our construction is exactly the 
Yates construction; however, the proof that the construction wo.~ks is 
simpler because the need for one limit lemma is obviated by the ase of 
W-functionals ia place of T-functiona!s. At any rate, any pair of r.e. sets 
representing a minimal-pair of T-degrees also represent a minimal-palr of 
W-degrees. 
In [ 2] Lachlan shows that no minimal-pair of  r.e. T-degrees can have 
0' as least upper bound. He does so by constructing for each pair A and 
B ofr.e, sets such that the T-degree ofA ~B =0', r.e. sets E and F and fuuc 
tionals 4,0,1" and A such that ~//(A) --- ®(B) =E; r(A) = 2t(B) =F; 4 ,® and 
A are partial recursive functionals; and either E is not recursive ,:,r I' is a 
partial recursive functional and F is non-recursive. It is easily verified 
that eg, O, and A are W-fultctionals and that I" is a W-functional if E is 
recursive. It follows that no minimal-pair of r.e. W-degrees can have a 
least upper bound contained in 0 '  (in particular the highest r.e. W-de- 
gree is excluded). 
Perhaps the most inte,esting outstanding question about minimal- 
pairs is whether each non-recursive, r.e. degree has a minim,t~-pair of pre- 
decessors~ The question appears to be open for both T and W-degrees. 
Theorem 2.1. There is an infinite, ascerlding sequence c f  r.e. V,:-degrees 
with an incomparable pair o f  upper bounds uch that any lower bound 
for this pair is below some degree in the sequence. 
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Proof. Before proving the theorem we introduce some needed notation. 
We define the i th column and section of a set A by 
Ci(A)=((i,n) : (i,n)~ A) ,  Si(A)= U C,(,~) 
j< i  J 
respectwely. Following Shoenfield [ 10] we call a set B a/hick subset of 
a set A Jf B c A and Ci(A) - Ci(B) is finite for each i. 
Our method of proof is to construct r.e. sets A and B with B a thick 
subset of A and such that: 
(1) Ci(A) "~w Si(A) for any i, 
(2) if D ~<w A and D <w B then D <w Si(B) for some i. 
Making B a thick subset ofA ehsures that the sections of B represent 
the same W-degrees as the sections of A. (1) ensures that the sections of 
A represent an ascending sequence of W-degrees. (Clearly Si(A ) <w Si+I(A) 
for each i.) (2) ensures that any lower bound for the W-degrees of A and B 
is below some W-degree in the sequerce. Here'let A t be the set of numbers 
put into A prior to stage t. 
Since the literature is well laced with minimal-pair constructions, we 
omit some of the details. We con~ider three types of conditions. We call 
the condition that Ci(A ) #: dp/(Si(A )) the (t,l') th diagonal condition~ We 
call the condition that Ci(A) - Ci(B) be finite the i th thickness condition. 
We call the condition that if 3Pi(A) = 4ti(B) = D then D <w Si(B) the 
i th minimal-pair condition. 
We attend to the (i,]') th diagonal condition by assigning followers of 
priority <i,l) chosen from C/(N). If a follower fb f  priority (i,l) enters A 
at construction stage t this represents an attempt to diagonalize a compu- 
tation dp~(Si(At);)9 =O. In this case diagonal restraints of priority <i,l) 
ale placed on elements of Si(N)[~b~0')] n ~ in  order to preserve this 
computation. (These restraints do not apply to B.) Followers of  prior~ 
ity (i,l) are subject o restraints associated with minimal-l~air conditions 
of priority < i. Hence it may be necessary to assign several followers o~" 
priority (i,l) in order to satisfy the (i,l) th diagonal condition. Entry of ~t 
follower f of priority (i,l) into A causes cancellatior of all followers o,* 
priority > (i,l), all followers g > fo r  priority (i,l), and all diagonal re- 
straints accompanying such followers. The (i,]) th diagonal condition is 
sati.~fied at a construction stage t if there is a follower f of priorit?' (i,1) 
such that either 
[:t'~ A t and ¢~(Si(At);f) = O] 
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or  
[f df A t and ~P~(Si(At);f) * 0]. 
If the (i,j) th diagonal condition is not satisfied at stage t, it is said to need 
attention at stage t. If this condition eeds attention and has z follower 
fd~ A t with dP~(St(At);f) = 0 which is not under minimal-pair restraints 
of priority < i then it is said to need attention through the least such f. 
Otherwise it is said to need a follower. If a follower is assigned, it is 
chosen from Ci(N) to be larger than any current or past followers or re- 
straints of any priority. 
We attend to the i th thickness condition by designating any follower 
of priority (i,l) which enters A as a (permanent) candidate of priority 
(i,1). If f is a candidate of priority (i,]), f~  B t, and f is not under minimal- 
pair restraint of priority < i then the i th thickness condition is said to 
need attention through f. Giving such attention amounts to putb,ag f 
in B. At each construction stage we attend to either a diagonal c~ndi- 
tion or a thickness condition (but not both). If the (i,]) th diagonal con- 
dition needs attention and some thickness condition eeds attention 
through a candidate of priority k, then the thickness condition tai~es 
precedence if k <<. (i,l) and the diagonal condition takes precedence 
otherwise. 
We attend to the i th minimal-pair condition by restraining nurabers 
from entering A and/or B in order to preserve computations of
~t t • i(A ; m) and/or ~(B  t ;m) for arguments m between the level of cur- 
rent agreement and the level of maximum past agreement. Such re- 
straints are called minimal-pair estraints of priority i and orde~ (i,m). 
The agreement levels are recorded by marking functions 
. if, t) (tsn)[+~(At;n)~ "t t = qgi(B ;n)], ~(i,t) = max t~(i,t') 
t'< t 
respectively. In order to avoid dying of success in attending to this 
condition, we grant immunity from minimal-pair restraint of order 
(i,m) at stage t > m to aI~ numbers < the greatest k such that at each 
stage t' (m < t' < t) there, is a pair (j,n) -< (i,m) such that k is resirained 
at stage t' with order q,n). This (i,m)-immunity levei at stage t > m is 
recorded by the marking function 
[3(i'm't)={~ +k otherwise.ifkasab°veexists' 
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Specifically, if a(Lt) <<. m < ~(i,t) and fl(Lm, t) ~< k < ¢~(m) then we place 
a minimal-pair r,'stra~nt of priority i and order (Lm) on k at stage t. 
The succes~ of the construction depends on the observation that any 
number k under minimal-pair restraint of priority ~p at all sufficiently 
late construction stages is under minimal-pair restraint of  a single order 
(Lm) with i ~; p at all sufficiently late stages. To see this, o~serve first 
that if k is under mi~imal-pair restraint of order (Lm) at inlinitely many 
stages, then k is under such restraint at all sufficiently lat~ stages. This 
is so because f3(Lrn, t) is non-increasing in t > m and because in order that 
t~(Lt + 1 ) <~ m < ~(i,t) a change must occur in A [max n ,; m ~/(n)] at stage 
t. (This is the one simplification in the minimal-pair construction derived 
from W-reducibility.) Now suppose k is under minimal-pair restraint of 
priority ~< p at each stage t/> t o but that k is not restrained by any one 
order at infinitely man:,, ~t~ges Let (/'t,/'/t ) be the -~-Ieast order with which 
k is restrained at sta~,e t >f t 0. (By hypothesis Jt ~ P for t ~ t 0.) Let j* be 
the ~argest numb~r occurring infinitely often as a Jt and let t I /> t o be 
sucl~, that/t  ~- 1" if t >/t  1 . Since no pair (/,n) occurs infinitely often as a 
(/t ,nt) there are arbitrarily large ~alues nt such that ]t = J* and for t' < t 
with/t, =j*,  n t, < n t. Let nt2 be such a value with t I ~< t2 and t I ~< nt2. 
It follows that k < ~(jt2,nt~,t2) contrary to hypothesis that k is restrain- 
ed with order (jt2,nt2) at stage r2, since at all stages t, such that 
nt2 ~< t < t 2, k is restrained by some (/,n) -~ (jt2,nt2), namely (/t, nt). It 
follows from the above observation that only finitely many numbers k
can be under minimal-pair restraint of priority ~ p at all sufficiently late 
stages. Thi~ follows because ach k so restrained is re6trained by a single 
order (Lm) with i ~< p at all sufficiently late stages whence 6(i,.') is con- 
stant for sufficient!y large t. (Recall that if t~(i,t) < a(i,t + 1) then no 
number is restraine~ with priority i and in particl:lar with order (Lm) 
at stage t + 1.) Since ~(i,m,t) is non-increasing ir~ t > m it is constant, 
say with value f3(i,m), for sufficiently large t. It tbllows from the pre- 
ceding observation that/~i = maxm ~(i,m) exists for each L For, in order 
that k < ~(,/,rn), k must be under minimal-pair restraint of priority ~< .~ 
at all stages t > m. 
We now verify that all diagonal conditions are satisfied (at all suffi- 
ciently late stages). Suppose for purposes of inductio~ that all diagonal 
con6itions of priority < (i,l) are satisfie6 at all stages t i> t 0. If the (L/> tr- 
diagonal condition is not satisfied at all stages t 1> t o then, since there 
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are only finitely many candidates of priority < (i,l') at stage to and since 
a new candidate f of priority q,l~ can only be created through v.ttention 
to the q,l~ th diagonal condition through f there is a stage t ~> to at which 
the (i,l) th diagonal condition receives attention. If this condition receives 
attention through some follower at any stage t :~ t o then it is satisfied at 
all stages t' > t (by induction hypothesis). If it never eceives attention 
through a follower at any stage t >t t o and is unsatisfied at infinitely many 
stages t/> t o then infinitely many (permanent) followers of priority (LI~ 
are assigned. It follows that infinitely many followers of priority/,i,l~ are 
under minimal-pair restraint of priority <i at all sufficiently late stages. 
This not being the case, the ff,f;,th diagonal condition is satisfied. 
We next verify that the ith thi:kness condition is satisfied. By pre- 
vious argument only finitely many candidates of all orders q,1) for given 
i are under minimal-pair restraint of priority < i at all sufficiently late 
stages. Once all diagonat conditions of  priority < (i,j) are permane,:.tly 
satisfied, candidates of priority q,l) have top priority for attentior~: 
whence all those not under permanent minimal-pair restraint of ptS.or- 
ity < i eventually enter B. 
Finally we verify that the i th minimal-pair condition is satisfied. Sup- 
pose that 3pi(A) = ~i(B).  Let t o be a stage such that 
A [fir] = A t° [3i], B[flil = B to [#i], 
S~(A ) - Si(b') = Si(A t°) - S i (Bto) .  
Given m we can find, with the aid ofSi(B)[ePi(m)], a stage tm >1. t o such 
that 
fl(i'm'trn) <~ fli' m < a(i, tm), 
Si(B)[ ebi(m )l = Si(Btm)[ cbi(rn ) l. 
By choice of t O we also have Si(A)[(~i(m)] = Si(Atm)[(Pi(m)]. Now any 
change in A [~i(m)] or B[gi(m)] at a stage t >1 t m will cause the ccmputa- 
tion of ~ (Bt; m) or ~ (At ;m) respectively to be protected until a stage 
t' >1 t at which m < a(i,t'). Hence 
~pi(A; m) = (~i(B;m) = ~m(Btm;  m). 
It follows that if ~i(B)  = D then D <w Si(B) as desired. El 
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§ 3. Splitting between W-degrees 
Using a modification of  Sacks' ~plitting theorem [8] we show that 
between any comparable pair of r.e. W-degrees tbere exists an incompar- 
able pair of  W-degrees whose join is the higher of  the comparable pair. 
The theorem has several important corollaries, 
Theorem 3. !. l fA  and Care r. e. sets with A <w C then there exists r e. 
sets B o and B 1 such that A <w Bi <w C for i = 0,1 and B o ~ B 1 =w C. 
Proof. Let 7 be a 1 - 1 recursive numeration of C and let C s = {7(n); n < s} 
At stage s we put 7(s) into one of  C o or C 1 . The set of numbers put into 
C i by stage s is denoted by C s for i = 0,1 This enumeration will be carded 
out in such a way as to ensure that in the limit C ~w A • C O and 
C ~w A • C 1. Since C O and C l are an r.e. splitting of C then each of 
then is W-reducible to C and their join is W-equivalent tc~ C. Hence, 
A • C O and A • C 1 satisfy the theorem. 
Satisfying the condition C4: ~,i(A • C/) has priority ?i +]. To this 
end, let 
t~j(i,s) = max{~(x):  x < s ~nd there is t -<. s such that for all 
y < x, C'Lv) == ~P~(A t • Cf ;y)}. 
At stage s put 7(s) into Cl_ / if 2i +/ is  the least numbel such that 
 r(s) < %(i,s). 
Suppose now that C <w A • C! for some ] = 0 or 1. Let 2i + ] be the 
least number such that C = (bi(A ~ Cj ). For all i' and f such that 
2i' +]' < 2i +], lim s ei,(i',s) < oo. Let t be such that for all s t> t 
7(s~ > max {lim s af(i',s): 2i' + ]' < 2i + ]}. ~or al! s t> t either 7(s) > aj(i,s) 
or 7(s) enters C 1 _/. Furthermore %(i,s) is nondecleasing in s and un- 
bounded. We can conclude that C ~<w A contrary to the hypothesis of 
the theorem. Let n be an arbitrary number. Let u be the least number 
t> t such that CU(n) = ~pU(AU • C~;n), dPi(n) < ai(i, u), and A[~g(n)] = 
AU[qbi(n)]. It is quite easy to see that C(n) = CU(n). [] 
Corollary 3.2° The r.e. W-degrees are de:zse. 
Proof. Afortiori. U] 
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Corollary 3.3. Every r.e. T-degree is either contiguous or contains infinite- 
ly many r.e. W-degrees. 
Proof. It suffices to show because of density that if an r.e. T-degree con- 
tains two r.e. W-degrees then it contains a comparable pair. Let A and B 
have diszinct W-degrees both of T-degree a. If the W-degrees of A and B 
are incomparable then A and A ~ B are a comparable pair both of degree 
a,l:] 
The r.e. T-degrees and r.e. W-degrees have many properties in common. 
Some properties of the r.e. W-degrees like the existence of minimal-pairs 
are directly inherited from those properties for r.e. T-degrees. Other pro- 
perties of the r.e. W-degrees can be discovered by inspecting the proofs 
of known theorems about r.e. ":-degrees. For instance, Lachlan's [2 
proof that no pair of r.e. T-degrees joining to 0'  ca, be a minimal-pair 
actually yields the result that no pair of r.e. W-degrees joining to th,. • W- 
complete degree can simultaneously be a minimal-pair of W-degree,~. How- 
ever, the property of r.e. W-degrees described iu Theorem .~. 1 does r.ot 
hold in the r.e. T-degrees, Lachlan [4]. Hence the elementary theor7 of 
the r.e. T-degrees i not the same as that of the r.e W-degrees. 
§ 4. Cupping and helping 
We say :hat an r.e. degree (T or W) has the anti-cupping property if 
it has a non-recursive, r.e. strict predecessor such that the higher degree 
is not the least upper bound of this predecessor and any other of its r.e., 
strict predecessors (in the appropriate sense). In [3] Lachlan constructed 
an r.e. T-degree with the anti-cuppirg property. Cooper and Yates have 
shown that 0'  has the property. It follows from the main result in this 
section that any contiguous T-degree has the anti-cupping property and 
hence from work in § I that any non-recursive, r.e. T-degree has a pre- 
decessor with the anti-cupping property. (Recall that contiguous degrees 
have double jump equal to 0" whence this is no help toward the result 
of Cooper and Yates.) 
We say that an r.e. degree (T or W) has the anti-helping proper~ if it 
has a nomrecursive, r.e., strict predecessor such that the higher degree is 
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not below the least upper bound of this predecessor and any otl~er .e. 
degree unless it is already below this other degree. 
Theorem 4.1. Every non-recursive, r.e. W-degree has the and-helping 
property. 
Proof. Let a non-recursive, r.e. set B be given and fix an enumeration of  
B denoting by B t the subset of  B as constituted after t steps in this 
enumeration. In enumerating an r.e. set A "<<w B we distinguish two types 
of  conditions. By the i th simplicity condition we mean the condit ion that 
A n W i 4: ¢. This will be satisfied if W i is infinite whence A will be simple 
(if co-infinite) and in particular non-recursive. By the i th loin-condition 
we mean the condition that if +i(A • Wi) = B then B <w Wi. In order to 
ensure that A ~<w B we will permit changes in A [n] at a construction 
stage t only i fB t÷l [n ] 4: B t [n ]. Here again A t is the set of numbers put 
into A prior to stage t. 
We attend to the i th simplicity condition by watching at each step t 
with A t N W[ = ~ for an n > 2i not under join restraint of  priority ~< i
and such that n ~ W~ and B t÷l [n + 1 ] ~ B t [n + 11. If th,;re is such an 
n for some i we find the least i, then the least such n and put n into A. 
We attend to the i th join condition by introducing loin restraints of  
priority i intended to preserve computations ~,~(A t * W~; rr,) through 
the least disagreement with B t÷l. Although changes in 1¢ i may invalidate 
such computations, we do not lift join restraints until a disagreement 
actually appears at an earlier level The level through which computa- 
tions ~(A t • W~, m) are presel'ved at stage t is recorded by a marking 
function a(i,t + 1) defined (where a(i,O) = 0) as the least n such that 
eitker: 
(1) n <~ a(Lt) and n ~ B t+l - B t, or 
(2) n = a(i,t) and 3p~(A t • W~,m) is undefined for some m < n, or 
(3) ib~(A t • W~,m) is defined and = Bt+l(m) for each m < n, while 
dp~(A t • W~,n) is defined and ~ Bt÷l(n). 
At stage t we place under join restraint of priority i all elements of 
At [ l  + ~ (1 + ~b~(m))], 
m ,~ ~ (i, t) 
if ¢~(0) is defined. Clearly such restraint is sufficient o preserve all 
computations d#~(A t • W~,m) for m <-< a(i,t). 
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Since we are concerned with W-fl, nctionals, we know immediately 
that lira t a(i,t)  exists if and only if dPi(A • Wi) q: B. We also know im- 
mediately that A <w B since B[n] = B t+l In] implies A In] = A t [n] for 
each n. 
To see that A is simple, observe first that A is co-infinite, since at 
most i numbers < 2i (one f~ ~ ach ] < i) will enter.4 to satisfy simplic- 
ity conditions, and numt~ers oo not enter A for any other reason. Sup- 
pose for the moment  hat A i~ not simple, and ~ct i0 be minimal such 
that Wio is infinite while Wio t3 A = 0. Elements of  Wio are subject o 
join restraint of priority < i 0 and only finitely many are restrained by 
any i < i 0 for which lim t t~(i,t) exists. It follows frovl the minimality 
of i o that all sufficiently large eh:ment: of Wi0 will at all sufficiently 
late stages be under join restraint for each i < l 0 for which lim t a(Lt) 
does not exist. For each n let k. z be the least k such that for all i <~ i~ 
with lim: a(i,t) not existing -we have ~ < Lm ~ k( 1 + ~Pi(m)) •Note that 
k n <~ n. It follows by (2) in the defir~ition of  a that for sufficiently large 
n ~ W/0, once n is under join restraint for each i < i 0 with lim t a(i,,') 
not existing, say at stage tn, we t~ave B[k  n ] = Btn[kn]. Since Wio is in- 
finite, B is recursive, contrary to hypothesis. Hence A is simple. 
Finally, to see that B <w Wi if 3pi(A • W~) = B suppose that 
~Pi(A • Wi) = B and that W~o ,q Ato ~ 0 for those ] < ~ for which 
W/n  A :~ 0. To decide whether giver., n is in B find a stage t,  > t o such 
that 
n < a(i, tn), Wi[maxm,n ¢i(m)] = W~n[maxCPi(m)]. 
Then n E Btn or n ¢/? since otherwise the least m < n with m E B - Btn 
will cause a join restraint of  priority i which will succeed in ensaring 
ibi(A • W i, m)  = 0 q: B(m) .  [] 
Remark 4.2. Every non-recursive, r.e. W-degree has the anti-cupping 
property. 
Corollary 4.3. Every contiguGus, non-recursive, r.e. T-degree has the 
anfi-cupl~ng property. 
Proof. Suppose B is non-recursive, r.e. and has contiguous T-,degree. Let 
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A be as in Theorem 4. ~ and suppose W/<T B and B ~T A ~v W i. Since B 
has contiguous T-degree we have that B <w A • W i whence B <w Wi 
and g "~T" Wi' r-I 
Corollary 4.Z. Every non,recursive, r. e, T-degree ha~ an r,e. predecessor 
with the anWcupping property. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and Corollary -k3. [] 
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